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About This Game

Restore the Deck of Nature and save Avalon!

Avalon. A land of lush forests, great plains, tall mountains... and most of all, magic! The Druids of Avalon wield powerful
healing magic, activated through the use of magic cards. Just like runestones, the magic of the cards is unlocked by placing them

in the correct order.

Travel through 200 unique levels, collecting magic cards along the way in your quest to reassemble the Deck of Nature. Set up
huge combos to maximize your score multiplier, and cash in your winnings at the store for powerful bonus items. Collect wild

cards, and use them wisely to achieve perfect results!

This is solitaire at its best - relaxing, addictive, and challenging. With 12 bonus items to buy, 13 awards to unlock, and multiple
challenges to overcome on the way, Avalon Legends Solitaire will provide you with hours of card-stacking fun.

 Addictive game play

 200 levels
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 13 awards to unlock

 12 power ups
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Good things: fairly well written and acted, and really beautiful to look at. The fact that there are no inventory objects is not very
annoying (all the puzzles are mechanical). Characterisation is nice too. The hint system is one of the best. Cheap. It is a very
good example of the kind of adventure games that the success of Syberia brought, with very good graphic details, powerful and
absent masculine characters, strong main female character. No pixel hunting.

Bad things: a lot of wandering through empty screens with a camera system that feels from 1992, no fast travel, and it feels very
maze-y. Some annoying music and one stereotypical character that is incredibly annoying. A lot of instant crashes once you get
to a certain point of the game.

Do I recommend it? Kind of yes. It works really well when it works and the basics are there, being delivered. But the crashes
and the navigation can become very frustrating very fast.. I get that it's a simple game, but kind of like osmos, you do literally
the EXACT same thing every level. You just wrap wooden objects in rope to color them. Sometimes you beat the level but then
you can't play the next level for some reason. I would have liked better control on the object as sometimes it's not easy to
maneuver how you want, especially for a game requiring such precision. Theres just no innovation or differing mechanics, so if
you've played 1 level you've basically played them all. 4.5/10.. It's a bit fun but it's not worth 4.99 it might not even be worth
anything it's a little fun but the graphics suck the audio sucks almost everything sucks so do yourself a favor and buy something
else.. It's as addicting and fast paced as Nidhogg (Which I was pleased to learn you can play that character in this.).
The recoil from my blast sent me to the other side of the map where said blast then killed me. 10\/10. Absolutely amazing.

To be honest I didn't expect much when I bought this. Thought it'd just be some lame game for little babies but I couldn't have
been more wrong. When I started coloring the Pizza I knew this was the beginning of something truly special. I couldn't stop
playing until I had finished coloring every single picture. The gameplay was challenging and rewarding. Every level introduced a
new twist that kept me on my toes. I recommend this game to my friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances, complete strangers
and even my enemies because a masterpiece like this should be experienced by everyone. If I had the chance to turn back time
just once I'd use it to travel back to right before I started this game so I could experience it for the first time again.. Too money
oriented. These aren't chiptunes- too many channels are used, the sound is too clean, and it feels more like techno. If you're
looking for 8-bit sounds, this is NOT for you. The sound effect collection, however, would work for a 16-bit game (even though
the music wouldn't).. A simple puzzle game using turn based strategy game mechanics. It is a short game ( 20 levels \/ I beat it in
2.3 hours ), starts simple, ends with more complex levels. No tutorial, but the game is easy and straightforward to use, whenever
they introduce a new unit, the level is setup in an easy to understand way.

If you like puzzle games, then this game is well worth it's price content wise. If you're looking for a strategy game, fire
emblem\/advance wards clone, or a game with a story, then you'll be disappointed.

There are some things I wish were different about this game :
-only mouse controls, they work fine, but you can't use any thing else such as the escape button.
-There is no cancel\/go back options. if you move a unit, you can't move it back, so if you click on the wrong square, that's it,
you can't move a unit to check if it's in range for attacks, you have to measure it every time. in games like Fire emblem, and
advance wars, where damage, and reactions are randomly generated, it makes sense that you can't cancel your attacks, but htis
game always deals the same ammount of damage, so there really isn't a reason to cancel moves\/ attacks, especially since you
move all your untis at once.
-more replayability : once you finish your 20 levels, that's it. Having something like level rating, achivements, "win without
losing a model" type of things per level, would give a reason to play a level again.

TLDR: $1 for 2~3 hours \/ 20 levels of puzzles. Don't expect advance wars clone. don't get this if you hate puzzles.. More
connect A to B to C but if you forget E the tenant is outta there. Multifloor access STILL not fixed, NOT enough visitors to the
towers to make it realistic, and the fact that the landlord pays for everything STILL instead of the tenant is as realistic as
unicorns planting fields with their horns. The mechanics are still broken, and the devs refuse to give control to the players, oh
and watch out if you're old you ain't allowed to voice your opinion in the forums.

I was beta testing when these guys were still in school yet they think they are smarter than the players. If they JUST FIXED
THE MECHANICS (noises and smells spread amng towers, grime is just stupidly unrealistic, rents too low and service cossts
too high) this could be a great game, but glitz and fluff cover up bad mistakes by lazy devs.
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Will Wright probably laughed his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off when he saw this game.

Sorry devs, you can shut us out of the forums but you can't silence us.
. Good Game. Nice shooter with some horror elements. Worth to check it out.
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First off, I pre-ordered the game so I got this as soon as it came out. This DLC adds one building that makes cheese, thats it! So
it help you off a little in the Colonial era. It gives you some industry but later it is completey useless since there a far more
efficient industry buildings. Just wait for a sale if you want this DLC, but overall pertty useless DLC.. Works well, but even if
you purchase it many of the features are unavailable. Before, and when I bought it, the program advertised you could record at
100fps, but you could only actually select up to 60 for no real reason. Now I assume they unlocked that feature because it was
promised in the program's own title, but still, so many features are locked and some don't even work.

Such as:
- Record Program\/Window feature does not work. It will always select your entire screen, regardless of what you have open. It
USED to work, but no longer does.
- Video Format is unavailable. (Greyed out)
- OSD Options is unavailable. (Greyed out)
- Streaming is unavailable. (Greyed out)
- Lock Frame Rate is unavailable. (Greyed out)

Like, seriously, why even advertise these features or include them in the options menu if they're locked for some reason? There
is no actual version on the website where you can make a purchase to unlock them, and if they're locked because of some deep
settings you need to configure, the program certainly does not share. I assumed back when it capped at 60fps that it was a scam
micro-transaction where you need to unlock the "full" version and this was some sort of payed trial, but considering they now
allow for up to 100fps, I just think they have no idea what they're doing.

It's really great if you're a beginner Youtuber and need some footage. I'm sure the game capture is HD. It records at your set
resolution, be it 800x600 or 2560\u00d71600, but considering it barely recognizes games, it's better for recording your entire
screen or a window (which you have to resize yourself because the "Select Window" function doesn't f*cking work. It USED to,
but now it doesn't. "Select Program" does not work either but would be really useful. Rip.). Unfortunately, if you record that
way you won't get that HD\/high-res quality since what's on your screen is what you get.

I find it weird that it has a greyed out "Streaming" button, too. Makes you think there's some version of the program you have to
pay another $23CAD (The price lowered so much since I bought it thank God) for to unlock all the trash that was promised with
the program. But so far, there isn't one that I am aware of.

Also, Softonic and one of its subsidiaries are two of the featured reviewers in the product description so, uh, yeah. Maybe save
your money.

***Edit
So I figured out why this program has so many greyed out options!
The publisher has three of these programs on Steam right now. And they are all the same program. Same code, same functions,
same everything. Except, and it doesn't tell you this, some of them have features the others don't. You can preview those
features in the menu, but you can't use them unless you buy the special version. Joke's on you if you bought this version before
those other ones hit the market, though. They're gonna flaunt all their new features around right in your face and not let you use
them unless you buy the same program twice. Even funnier because the screenshots for this edition show you the exact features
that are locked and only available in the other versions. Good job, liteCam.. I like the concept. At the beggining things might
look a bit messy.
Took me a while to find out what I was actually doing and learn every class ability or how it could help me achieve my
objective.

So, the robber team, they spawn close to the bank entrance and the deal is managing to steal an X amount of money before the
time runs out or the cops find and kill you. While you pretend to be a npc you can walk around the bank and use your class
abilities to help you out while trying to not be spoted performing certain actions that can give you away. Or you can just go wild,
put your mask on and start shooting.

The cops must find out who are the robbers and stop them before they steal the money. They also have abilities to choose from.
They can plant motion devices, plant secret cameras to help the team, also disguise as an NPC and alot more stuff.
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After you die (either as cop or as a robber) you get to spectate the game in a really unique way, you spawn like a drone and and
are able to fly around and still communicate with the alive teammates. So, your job never really ends.

Theres a bunch of cool feautures both team have acess to and part of me still thinks I probably missed some cool stuff.
theres for sure alot of stuff to improve but that's why we here.

I would really like to have some kind of minimap and know where my teammates are. Everytime I hear shooting, glass breaking
or any other alarming sound Im never sure where it comes from.
the shooting seems.. wonky... I never know if Im hitting anything at all.

I support.
. very very easy to No response . Mobile version not even can compare to free trial PC version. i highly not
recommend you guy to try it.. Oniken is a solid throwback to NES games. It's simple to play but provides a challenge without
being artificially difficult.

Gameplay is pretty basic. Move, jump, swing your sword, and throw grenades, that's it. There are crates scattered throughout
levels which randomly provide grenades, health, or a sword power up that extends the range of your sword attack but goes away
after you get hit several times. You have plenty of life, often enough to take at least 10 hits before you die. There are 6 levels in
the game plus a bonus level. Each level has three stages. You are given 3 lives to complete each level, plus each level has a
hidden extra life in it which are usually very easy to find, so really 4 lives per level. If you die during a level, you'll start back at
the beginning of whichever stage you're on. If you run out of lives and have to continue, you will restart the level. This isn't that
big of a deal. Stages can often be completed in under 3 minutes and every level can be completed in 5-10 minutes, so at worst,
you lose a couple minutes of progress, and should get further with each attempt. Once you complete a level, you never have to
go back to it again.

Most of the negative complaints seem to be about the how difficult and unfair this game is. On my only playthrough, I beat the
entire first level without dying and didn't need to use a continue until the fourth level. I beat the game plus the bonus level in 2
to 2 ½ hours, I would hardly call that overly difficult or unfair. I'd imagine most of these complaints are from gamers who
haven't played a game that challenges them. The game is challenging and you will have to get better to progress, but it is
nowhere as hard as some old school NES games, and I rarely felt as though I died due to something cheap or artificially
difficult. The only thing I felt was slightly unfair was the final boss at the end of level 6, but once I figured out a good strategy, I
was able to take him down. Enemies, traps, and bosses are fair and attack in noticeable patterns that you can learn and exploit.
You have plenty of life so messing up and getting hit often isn't a big issue. The game restores your health at the beginning of
each stage during a level plus you'll likely find a health kit at some point in a stage.

My only real complaints are that sometimes the game wouldn't recognize when I was trying to throw a grenade, but that was
probably more of an issue of me using the control stick instead of the pad. I would've also liked the game to be longer, but still
enjoyed what I got.

Not much else to say. Story is there to give you an excuse to play levels, characters don't have much depth, music is ok. The
game is all about challenging fun gameplay and it delivers. Do you have what it takes to become the true Oniken?. Well-made
levels, just wish they were packaged as an episode for Doom 2 rather than as a series of WADs that you have to launch
individually.. The End of Grisaia. While the first volume of Phantom Trigger felt pretty rough, I held out hope that the series
might pick up.

Unfortunately, this is where I abandon ship. The characters are no more relatable or even likable than the first volume, and the
plot itself is alternately tedious, stupidly silly or completely absurd.

The mainline Grisaia series had some of these issues too, but there was a heart and soul to the stories that's completely lacking
here. The only thing left is the high production values of the visuals but it's simply not worth your time, especially when you
don't even get a complete experience without buying part after part.
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